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Factors that impact college students’ mental health
Given the new digital age, students face many new ways for a decline in their mental health.
By Leslie Gonzalez Cruz
News Reporter
In medical research by Changwon
Son, doctorate candidate and research
assistant at Texas A&M University,
it was found that 71% of college students faced an increase in stress and
anxiety placed by the COVID-19 pandemic. 91% reported negative impacts
such as having difficulty concentrating
thus impacting their academic performance, along with disrupted sleeping
patterns and worries over their loved
ones health.
There are several factors that can
decline a student’s mental health
whether it be loss, stress, anxiety,
COVID-19 or even social media.
As students progress in their college education, courses become demanding, assignments start to pile up
and life outside of academics such as
work, families and friends also pile up.

Another factor impacting college
mental health is social media. Platforms have begun to place an immense
amount of pressure on their young
adult users, pushing them into a negative headspace.
Social media users often come into
contact with unattainable standards
that can greatly impact their mental
health for the worse, in addition to
the COVID-19 pandemic that has altered normalcy.
For students who are currently
struggling, mental health apps are
available to help with sleep, relaxation,
anxiety and other mental health-related subjects. Applications such as
Headspace for meditation and ACT
coach for commitment therapy are
available and are recommended by the
counseling center, which can be found
in the Mental Health Resources webpage: resources
To help students cope with their

stress in relation to their academics or
non-academics, the counseling center
at UWT offers a variety of aid, individual or even group counseling, in a safe
and confidential setting.
The counseling center at UWT offers a variety of mental health resources off-campus and online. The Psychological and Well-Being Services,
provides confidential mental health
counseling for UWT students at no
extra cost.
With UW COVID-19 protocols,
PAWS is offering virtual services from
Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Their physical office for students who
seek privacy is located in the Mattress
Factory in room MAT 354 with the
same availability as their virtual services.
PAWS mission is to provide guided
problem-focused mental health counseling and help students cope with
their stress whether it’s due to academ-

ics or non-academics.
At a time of unprecedented uncertainty, students who seek help beyond
school hours can reach out to My Student Support Program, where they can

receive confidential emotional health
and well-being services through their
app, online chat or by calling 866-7437732.

Office hours

Monday - Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Services for winter quarter 2022 will be online only
Location: Mattress Factory 354

For more information on
PAWS services
Phone: (253) 692- 4522
Email: uwtpaws@uw.edu
Website:
https://www.tacoma.uw.edu/paws

Weekly advising for undocumented students
Are you an undocumented student with questions and no answers? UW Tacoma has weekly in-person and online advising sessions for undocumented students.
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The 2019 American Community
Survey shows that 2% of all students
in higher education, that is approximately 427,000, are those who are undocumented. While it is common for
students to struggle with college work
and classes, undocumented students
face challenges and stress that the average college student will not.
UW Tacoma offers countless resources to help these students, the
primary hub for these services being
the Center for Equity and Inclusion,
which can be found on the UW Tacoma website at tacoma.uw.edu/equity-center.
The Center’s webpage says that they
support the success of marginalized
groups, empower community members and build a more equal campus.

The website offers information
for all undocumented students who
might have questions. One program
in particular runs weekly meetings
for undocumented students.
The meetings are run by the peer
advisor Perla Vazquez who helps undocumented students answer questions about the DACA process, find
resources for them to use and answer
any questions the students might have.
“Drop-In Hours started as a way
to create a resource to help and support undocumented, documented
and mixed-status students that go
to UW Tacoma,” Vazquez said over
correspondence with The Ledger, “A
way for these students to feel comfortable, included and to know that
they aren’t alone if they have any
questions or concerns they may have
at the university.
“From what I have seen, even
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By Andrew Anderson
News Editor

Office Hours:
Monday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tuesday 8 a.m. - 9 a.m. &
10:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wednesday 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Thursday 8 a.m. - 9 a.m. &
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Friday 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Zoom Link:
https://washington.zoom.
us/j/91636229141

though this was first created as a resource for students, it’s starting to become a community on campus because
of the amount of help, support and
change many people are bringing. As
an Undocumented Peer Adviser, I want
people to know that I’m here to help or
to support in any way possible!”
With the current COVID-19
events, the drop-in hours schedule
has changed to offer both in-person and Zoom meeting options. For
those wishing to discuss matters
over Zoom, the virtual meetings take
place on Tuesdays at washington.
zoom.us/s/94062524669 with the
Meeting ID of 940 6252 4669 from
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Students who wish to continue
meeting in person will be able to
meet on Thursdays during the same
time of 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., at
the Snoqualmie building on the Ta-
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Campus safety: what every student needs to know
Resources, helplines, and tips to promote and encourage students to stay safe while on campus.
By Sharlaye Dezurn
News Reporter
College campuses are generally safe,
but it is beneficial to know what actions
and investments a college takes to prepare students for emergencies, unexpected events, personal safety and anything else that can deter a student away
from their studies.
From 2009 to 2018, the number
of on-campus crimes decreased from
34,100 to 28,500, according to the National Center for Education Statistics.
Although there was a decrease in
on-campus crimes, 28,500 is still a large
number when talking about on-campus crimes. Due to the prominent reputation of on-campus crimes, campus
safety has become a large factor for students applying for college and accepting
admissions offers.
Second-year student Korin Urtezuela, psychology major, was asked
to share her experience when she was
considering the University of Washington Tacoma campus.
“It’s important to feel safe in the city
you live in,” Urtezuela said, “Especially
as a woman living today, we’re easier
targets for crime and harassment. Being
protected and kept secure can definitely
affect your college experience. I would
consider whether or not you’re able to
walk around in the city alone and stay

safe, how high the crime rates are and if
your school is placed in a safe location.”
UW Tacoma offers many safety
resources including emergency communications resources, personal safety
resources and evacuation and common
safety scenarios.
One of the most convenient on-campus safety resources is the SafeCampus
call line. SafeCampus is not the same as
calling the police. According to its website, it focuses on guiding students, staff
and faculty through uncomfortable situations and listens to their concerns.
It even offers in-person training that

helps prepare students, staff or faculty
for difficult or uncomfortable situations
that can be avoided or eased.
According to the www.washington.
edu/safecampus site, SafeCampus can
be reached out for inappropriate behavior from students, staff or faculty, verbal
or online threats, neglect or abuse of a
minor or sexual assault/sexual harrasement/stalking or relationship violence.
Another campus safety resource
available on the SafeCampus website
is the campus evacuation map. The
evacuation map is meant to be used for
emergencies like fires, carbon monox-

ide poisoning, etc. The campus evacuation map includes assembly points,
heart defibrillator and emergency
phone locations and symbols. It can be
useful to store this map in your phone
for any emergency instances.
For more information about campus
safety resources please visit the Campus
Safety and Security page located on the
UW Tacoma website. If one needs to report a crime or suspicion that impacts
someone’s safety, contact campus safety
and security at uwtsafe@uw.edu.

Correction from
issue 17:
Pull quote on page 4 in the article
“Racial education is incomplete
in many U.S. schools” should
read: “It wasn’t until I was in my
late teens, that I started venturing outside of my white bubble
and into the real world”

PHOTO BY NICKOLUS PATRASZEWSKI

SUBMIT
SUBMIT YOUR
YOUR LETTERS
LETTERS TO
TO THE
THE EDITOR
EDITOR
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS:
•Your first and last name
•“Dear Editor,” as the opening of your piece
•Respond to one of our articles or happenings on campus in 300 - 500 words

Send your letters to: LEDGER@UW.EDU
Do you want to voice your issues of concern related to news, politics, campus issues and more?
Then we invite you to write a Letter to the Editor.
Letters submitted to the Ledger may be published through both TheTacomaLedger.com and our
print edition.
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Ouch! Right in the democracy
Riding the wave of the stolen election lie, Republicans target future elections.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

In many states, 2021 was a rough year for our vote.

By Anthony Krejci
Opinion Colomnist
Last month, just under two weeks
before Black History Month, Republican Senator Mitch McConnell took
to the podium to answer questions.
During the interview, McConnell defended his party’s stonewalling of the
Freedom to Vote Act, a now-dead piece
of legislation.
When asked for his message to people of color who were concerned about
their ability to vote in future elections
without the Freedom to Vote Act, McConnell gave a controversial reply.
“Well, the concern is misplaced, because if you look at the statistics, African American voters are voting in just
as high a percentage as Americans.”
Many have regarded these words as
an indication that Senator McConnell
harbors a racist distinction between
African Americans and “real” Americans. McConnell’s former senatorial
opponent Charles Booker expressed his
outrage in a fundraising email the following Thursday.

“Being Black doesn’t
make you less of an
American, no matter
what this craven man
thinks...”

McConnell has paid little mind to
the outrage his comment created, offering only a vague statement of how he
has always acknowledged record-high
voter turnout. The ambiguity of this answer doesn’t provide any answers, leaving us to speculate on our own.
Was this statement simply an example of a misspoken sentence blown out
of proportion? Or was this a textbook
example of a Freudian Slip? Did Senator McConnell accidentally express
racist sympathies which have remained
below the surface until now?
Questions like this are nothing
new to American politics. The question of whether something coming
from American politicians can be
viewed as legitimately racist or simply
something which had unintentional racial consequences is a constant
source of political discord.
This polarizing question has been
raised to a fever pitch in the last few
months as a result of the Republican-led filibuster to block the Freedom
to Vote Act. Senator McConnell and the
Republicans claim that the legislation
has nothing to do with voting rights but
is designed to allow Democrats to cheat
in future elections.
According to the Campaign Legal Center, the Freedom to Vote Act
would mandate sweeping national
reforms to our voting system, such as
ensuring vote by mail nationally, in-

creased election security and equity
regulation, the designation of election
day as a federal holiday and aggressive reforms targeting partisan redistricting; an infamous practice better
known as gerrymandering.
Fox News has gone as far as to refer
to The Freedom to Vote Act as an “attack on democracy.” This absurd gaslighting is particularly rich when you
consider the past year.
Ever since Trump’s stolen-election
lie and the Jan. 6 attack, Republicans
across the country have been relentlessly pushing regressive and restrictive
voting laws at the state level. According
to the Brennan Center Voting rights
lab, state legislators have proposed
nearly 600 voting-restriction bills with
89% of them sponsored by Republicans.
So far only 52 of these bills have
passed into law, and they range from
laughably absurd to outright unconstitutional. Georgia’s new law, SB 202,
criminalizes bringing a bottle of water
to someone waiting in a poll line. This
law comes as Georgia has removed
10% of their polling stations, primarily
in African American communities according to NPR.
Texas’s SB.1 has issued severe prosecution charges for any election officials
who attempt to regulate the behavior of
partisan poll watchers. This legislation
has the potential to increase voter intimidation at the polling booth, a direct

violation of the 15th Amendment.
Many of these new Republican bills
don’t just make voting harder, they
make it easier for state legislatures to
gerrymander their districts. Gerrymandering is a controversial tactic unique
to the United States, which allows state
legislatures to redraw their districts in
ways that produce a favorable result for
their own party.
Often rival political groups and minority communities are intentionally
split up and divided among multiple
districts. Resulting in under-representation of minorities, election results that
don’t reflect the will of the majority and
districts that look like a group of wet
noodles dropped on the floor.
According to “White Rage” and
“One Person No Vote: How Voter Suppression Is Destroying Our Democracy” by Carol Anderson, these efforts
are not just politically motivated but
racially motivated as well. She expresses
this view saying “Yes. And so, for me,
what is at the root of this is the delegitimization of Black voters, the delegitimization of African Americans as citizens
who have the right to vote.” in an interview with DemocracyNow!
I believe there is more than a grain
of truth to this assessment. Far too often
there is a correlation between conservative actions and statements, and racism
or racial consequences. Republicans
deny it every time, either through de-

nying the consequences, or when that
fails, claiming the consequences were
unintended or unrelated.
If these instances were few and far
between, I would be more open to a
degree of reasonable doubt. Yet legislation like Georgia’s SB 202, or statements
like Senator McConnell’s last month are
constant elements of the Republican
Party’s narrative and goals.
The time for reasonable doubt is
over. The Republicans failed to properly address the Jan. 6 attack and those
within their own party who supported
it. They have continued to push the stolen-election lie, even after numerous
bipartisan investigations found nothing
to prove the theory. They have worked
tirelessly to erode the right to vote while
shifting the blame to those who would
uphold democracy.
Republicans have dog whistled
racist and undemocratic principles for
decades. They don’t want an America
where the people can tell the powerful
what to do. They don’t want an America
where they are required to treat minorities with respect. The time has come to
call it as it is, establishment Republicans
like Mitch McConnell are not just racist, they are treasonous.
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Antisemitism and the anti-vaccine movement: the influence of
the far right is growing
With the rise of the far right over the past decade, antisemitism is growing. While a hallmark of Nazism, antisemitism is showing
itself in other right-wing movements, notably the anti-vaccine movement.
By Alex Buckingham
Opinion Colomnist
It doesn’t just feel like antisemitism
has been on a rise in this country, multiple sources report that it, in fact, has.
Dissent Magazine, for instance, reports
that a combination of white-supremacist organizing via social media and
the Trump presidency have empowered
and emboldened antisemites “to come
out of the shadows.”
The racist graffiti, including swastikas we see in Tacoma, and the growing presence of fascists with neo-nazis
groups like the Three Percenters and
Patriot Front in our community is testament to this dynamic.
Recently, I came across a recording
of a school board meeting in Colorado where an anti-mask, anti-vaccine mandate father and school-aged
daughter duo quoted Hitler, knowingly and favorably, multiple times as they
threatened the school board. I saw
another such school board recording
of a person blaming “the Jews’’ for the
“fake” pandemic.

While antisemitism is a hallmark
of Nazism, the racist scapegoating informs the right-wing evangelicals and
right-wing conspiracy theory believers,
like QAnon followers. It should not be
surprising, therefore, that antisemitism
is prominent among the anti-vaccine
mandate and anti-mask movements.
These people are popularly called anti-vax or anti-vaxxers.
The anti-vaxxers recently organized
their “defeat the mandates” protest in
Washington D.C. Not only did the protest gain the support of known neo-Nazis but anti-vaxxer big-wig Robert F.
Kennedy Jr. has been backtracking his
comments from the rally where he described vaccine mandates as worse than
the Holocaust per NBC News.
I think there are at least two distinct
but connected racist trends among the
anti-vaccine folks. There are those who
revise and diminish the history of the
Holocaust by equating its horrors with
vaccine mandates, and there are those
arguing that COVID-19 and vaccine
mandates are part of a Jewish-led conspiracy to destroy the American way of

life, whatever that means.
I don’t think these two kinds of racism are mutually exclusive.
Unfortunately, the antisemites are
successfully taking legitimate grievances about the world, like the unaccountable and undemocratic pharmaceutical
industry having undue influence over
significant aspects of our lives and
blaming Jews for them.
Take for instance the anti-vaxxers’
opposition to big pharma. For example,
we should absolutely be wary of companies like Johnson & Johnson who have
been in the news for knowingly selling
asbestos-laced baby powder from the
1970s to the early 2000s, per a Reuters
investigation. What’s more, they were
targeting Black consumers for this
product. But the blame here lies on the
company, capitalism and the centrality
of the profit motive in the healthcare
and its pharmaceutical section, not
Jewish people, as the antisemites would
have it.
It is also clear that the vaccines, in
general, are safe enough and can be effective at reducing the harm caused by

Getting vaccinated is
about solidarity with
our peers, coworkers,
and fellow human
beings.
COVID-19. Antisemitism, arguably a
form of racism, is ultimately an example of anti-solidarity; it is a divide-andrule attempt to keep us from supporting
one another.
The left must point to the actual criminals behind the COVID-19
crisis: the government that failed to
restock the national stockpile of personal protective equipment following a
flu epidemic in 2009. A health system
designed to run at near capacity at all
times instead of being equipped to handle surges from disease or mass casualty
events, and the capitalists who pursue
profits over our safety.
Furthermore, we must offer real alternatives like public control over our
health system including the pharma-

ceutical industry, funding for things
like N-95 masks, and overall, a prioritization of people over profits.
In this way, we can make the antisemites and their racist non-answers
to the crisis irrelevant. Furthermore, we
should challenge the racists every time
they speak out, rally or march for the
racism they represent.
The normalization of antisemitism makes it easier for racist ideas to
flourish in our society while its flourishing reinforces its presence. Robert
F. Kennedy Jr. saying vaccine mandates are worse than the Holocaust
contributes to the racism that led a
gunman to take hostages in a Texas
synagogue this past January.
By confronting the far-right in the
streets or in the school board meetings
while simultaneously pointing to capitalism as the crisis, we can undermine
the far-right’s growth while building a
left that can actually change the world
for the better.

PHOTO BY MATT HRKAC

The Campaign Against Racism and Fascism in Melbourne mobilizing against the far-right anti-vax movement this past December in Australia.
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NFTs: the newest
ridiculous fad

NFTs are the latest craze in art and technology,
but are they worth it?
Remi Frederick
Opinion Editor

ILLUSTRATION BY JAIDA NOBLE

Artwork, like this one done by our amazing illustrator, can easily be turned into an NFT and sold..

Non-Fungible Tokens are the newest
tech thing. They’re everywhere.
There are both companies and celebrities like Grimes and Jack Dorsey
who are getting into the NFT market
to make some quick cash and capitalize
on the newest fad in technology. Here is
why they suck.
NFTs are complicated. Essentially,
they are one-of-a-kind pieces of art, and
the rights to own them are put up for
auction and sold using a cryptocurrency called Ethereum blockchain which is
a form of blockchain. A blockchain is a
database that builds on top of itself at every interaction.
The Ethereum blockchain has
to be mined, which is essentially
guessing which number comes next
to build the chain. Once a block is
added, every interaction that is performed on it gives the person who
found the block a profit.
NFTs are bought and sold on these
blocks using ether which means people
have to mine it to buy an NFT.
Mining takes an insane amount of
energy. Hiroko Tabuchi of The New York

Times reported that the average NFT has
a carbon footprint roughly equal to driving 500 miles in a typical car.
In addition to the massive carbon footprint that buying and selling
NFTs makes, the very idea of them is
ridiculous.
Buying an NFT doesn’t, in fact,
guarantee that you’re the only one allowed to use the art. It only means that
you are the only one who can say that
you own the artwork.
So everyone can download the image
and use it wherever they want. While
you’re the only one who can say you own
it, the Internet is notorious for being full
of lies and misinformation.
There’s not a way to remove and correct every single instance where someone claims ownership.
Spending literally millions of dollars to own not even a physical thing
but an idea of ownership is quite
frankly ridiculous.
Money and my own personal opinions about the idea aside, we cannot let
something like this ruin our climate
even more. We must ask ourselves if
ownership of art that can be used anywhere is worth destroying our planet.

“Encanto” is a visually stunning musical about family
Byron Howard and Jared Bush’s “Encanto” features art that is certainly enchanting but lacks tension.

Ryan Mantle
Film Critic
“Encanto” presents the story of
Mirabel as she tries to find her role in
a family full of magic. When a threat
to the source of her family’s magic appears, Mirabel takes it upon herself to
solve the mystery.
The first thing that has to be noted
when discussing this musical is just
how beautiful the animation is. The
colors are vibrant and plentiful, the attention to detail is unrivaled and the
characters are all unique. Mirabel’s outfit is littered with stunning yarn crafts
dedicated to her family members. Never before have I thought that I needed
to see yarn animated, but now that I’ve
seen it done perfectly, I cannot go back.
In future animated films, if I cannot
tell the thread count of the character’s
sheets, I might be disappointed; that is
the bar that this insanely talented animation team has set.
The songs in this musical serve a
purpose and aren’t forced in. Lin Manuel Miranda’s style certainly shows and
the songs do an excellent job of highlighting Mirabel’s anxiety about feeling

inferior to everyone around her. The
song “Surface Pressure” stands out in
particular as an example of how to
build up a character and plot through
song (even if it caused my partner to
casually mention that she would leave
me for Luisa).
One issue with “Encanto” is that it
has no villain or external force to help
build drama or excitement. Any tension
that is generated is usually dispersed
within seconds by something silly. All
of the drama is within the family, which
can certainly be enough to carry a film,
but it falls short here. At one point Mirabel’s father, played by the underused
Wilmer Valderrama, shouts “I was
thinking of my daughter!” but because
the character had shown almost no interest in his daughter to that point, it fell
flat. Similarly, a seemingly normal sibling rivalry suddenly becomes central
to the plot but is resolved just as quickly
and fairly unsatisfactorily.
That isn’t to say that the plot is devoid of charm. The concept behind
the characters bounces between clever and genius. Mirabel’s mom, Julieta,
cooks food that heals physically as
opposed to just spiritually like nor-

mal mothers. Her aunt Pepa generates
storm clouds when she is worried,
which is most of the time. “Encanto”
is full of characters like these that are
relatable and likeable.
The characters are voiced by an
extremely talented cast, headlined by
Stephanie Beatriz as Mirabel. Beatriz is
perhaps best known for her role as the
grumpy and sarcastic cop, Rosa Diaz
from “Brooklyn Nine-Nine.” Mirabel,
in contrast, is an uppity teenager with
pipes that cares about everyone and
everything, which Beatriz excellently
conveys. Beatriz is joined by John Leguizamo, of Super Mario Bros infamy,
who delivers a heartfelt performance
as Bruno, the mysterious outcast of the
family. While these two are the highlights, the rest of the cast give strong,
convincing performances.
“Encanto” is certainly worth a
watch, if for no other reason than to see
talented artists do what they do best. It
isn’t a perfect film but it is an enjoyable
one that has something for everyone.
STAR RATING: 4/5
[“Encanto” is available for streaming on Disney+]

Mirabel and the rest of the Madrigal family.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
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Be my indie-rock Valentine: Live Shows in Tacoma
A great opportunity to get dressed up and dance your heart out.
Josephine Trueblood
A&E Editor

heavenly sounds and catchy hooks.
February 12 at ALMA Venue, All Ages

This Valentine’s Day, skip the chaos of
finding last-minute reservations and opt for
an affordable and memorable experience:
live shows. The stunning and timeless McMenamins Spanish Ballroom and the newly rebranded, chic ALMA Venue each have
lounges, bars and restaurants that will make
your night a one-stop, highly photographable
experience. Check out the best of Tacoma’s
live music scene with these four alternative,
folk, rock and pop bands that will keep you
and your valentine dancing all night long.

KUNIKA WITH ERIN RAE & THE HEARTBEETS:
Kunika is an eclectic mix of folk rock and
dancy pop-rock that will include everything
from electronic drums to a mandolin or harmonica. The Seattle-based band is known for
their amazing four-part harmonies and wide
range of genres. Well-paired with the Americana-pop group, Erin Rae and The Heartbeets,
this night is branded as their “V Day Celebration.” These groups will bring a joyful and fun
energy to the Spanish Ballroom at McMenamins Elks Temple.
February 12 at Spanish Ballroom, 21+

DEEP SEA DIVER:
With danceable hits like “Impossible Weight
(Feat. Sharon Van Etten)” and “Lights Out,” the
Seattle pop-rock group will fill the ALMA Venue
with melodic, delayed guitar riffs and echoing
vocals. Playing two nights in Tacoma as a part
of their West Coast tour, the band has recently received a lot of recognition as their KEXP
in-studio performance hit 70,000 views and
their most recent album, “Impossible Weight”
was voted KEXP Listener’s Top Album of 2020.
Guaranteed to put on an amazing and ethereal
show, Deep Sea Diver is a band you don’t want
to miss.
February 10 and 11 at ALMA Venue, All Ages
THE DODOS WITH BUOY AND COLONIES:
ALMA Venue is hosting a night of top-notch
indie, bringing San Francisco-based band, The
Dodos, to Tacoma. With gorgeous acoustic
guitar tones and a strong beat, The Dodos are
known for quality singalong songs that transport you to a Wes Anderson-esque dreamscape,
like their song “Walking.” Colonies, a Tacoma-based band, features soaring synth sounds
in their older works, while their new song “Turn
My Heart to Fire” is a dancy, modern indie pop
tune that will get stuck in your head for a week.
This will undoubtedly be a show filled with

ENUMCLAW:
If your Valentine wants something with a
little more edge, head over to The New Frontier Lounge for an ALMA-presented show of
the up-and-coming Tacoma band, Enumclaw.
Branded as “the best band since Oasis,” Enumclaw is fresh off their U.S. tour and the release
of their EP, “Jimbo Demo.” Bringing distorted
tones and intense ennui, the band’s sound is
reminiscent of shoegaze and alternative rock
bands like Swervedriver and Sonic Youth. Listen to some of their hits, the sparkly “Fast N
All” and energetic “Free Drop Billy,” to prep for
their Tacoma show.
February 10 at The New Frontier Lounge, 21+
Beyond these venues, the antique row next to
McMenamins is stunning at night, along with the
iconic Spanish Steps. A short walk away is The
Mix, an LGBTQ+ bar with Saturday night drag
shows and daily karaoke to keep the night going.
The ALMA Patio also offers a number of attractions, including art installations by local makers
and a heated outdoor dining space. Enjoy the best
of Tacoma’s live music scene this Valentine’s Day
by seeing a show you’ll never forget.

Tahoma West

We are looking for artist to submit their visual art to be
featured in a student art gallery in February!
All visual media can be submitted. There is no limit to the
number of artworks per submission.
Submissions due by February 20th.
20th
Email tahomaw@uw.edu with photos of your submission
following our submssion guidelines as seen on our website.
www.tacoma.uw.edu/tahoma-west/submission-guidelines

COLLAGE BY JOSEPHINE TRUEBLOOD

For more information visit:
Alma Mater: https://bit.ly/3AX2YMW or
McMenamins: https://bit.ly/3roliLD

Call for
Submissions

Online Art Gallery and
Cover Contest,

February 2022
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Black History Month: Influential Musicians
Music wouldn’t be where it is right now without the help of Black musicians

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOKOPIX VIA PIXABAY

Louis Armstrong, a man whose music is still played by many across the globe

Angelo Alegre
A&E Reporter
You can find music in almost any
day-to-day situation. You can hear it
in an elevator, grocery store, on a car
ride or even in the video games you
play. Music is a form of art that is ever-evolving. It can be something that
the world has never heard before, or
it can even be something simple like
the rhythm of water droplets dripping from a leaking faucet. The most
well known music to people around
the world is music that is produced
from big-name labels like Atlantic
Records, which has some of your
favorite musicians like Cardi B and
Jack Harlow, and maybe some you
don’t know yet like Oliver Tree and
A Boogie Wit Da Hoodie. Anything
can be music to the ears and in honor
of Black History Month, we should
get to know some of the most influential Black musicians.
SISTER ROSETTA THARPE:
Known as the “Godmother of
Rock and Roll,” Sister Rosetta Tharpe
has made an impact in the music industry far past her own career. Her

career started in the 1930s-40s with
gospel music. This was no ordinary
gospel music, however, as she played
the electric guitar alongside her spiritual lyrics. Sister Rosetta Tharpe’s
music was very important to the
making of rock and roll. Her song
“This Train” has very simple lyricism, but the song was heightened
by the performance of the band she
sang it with and her soulful way of
singing. She was a large influence
on big names in music decades later such as Elvis Presley, Carl Perkins
and Johnny Cash. Her influence had
a snowball effect that gave the world
of music many of the well known and
beloved musicians today.

instantly a huge success. However,
Hendrix did not start his career too
well as he wasn’t widely accepted
in the US. He then went to the UK
where his music became an instant
success. When he came back to the
US to perform at Woodstock Music and Art Fair, he played his own
version of the Star Spangled Banner
- which he thought was a beautiful
rendition of the national anthem, but
some Americans were offended by
his performance. His creativity with
his playing - like the times he played
the electric guitar with his teeth - is
one of the reasons people began to
explore the possibilities of the electric guitar.

death. Even with music being available to stream, they cannot even
come close to what Jackson achieved.
BOB MARLEY:
With passionate and groovy music, it’s no surprise that Bob Marley
is here. He is known for his reggae
music but also has used his music to
send messages to people. His songs
like “Get Up, Stand Up” and “Redemption Song” were used to spread
his message of peace when the world
was divided amongst itself. He also
helped spread the Rastafarian movement through his music, which was
a religious and political movement
that began in Jamaica.

JIMI HENDRIX:
Jimi Hendrix is known for his
electric guitar playing and rightfully so. His style of playing the guitar
shook the way people played the
instrument decades ago and has
changed the genre of rock alongside
it. His song “All Along The Watchtower” is a good example of what
his guitar playing sounded like. The
album “Are You Experienced” is his
most well-received album and was

MICHAEL JACKSON:
Known as the “King of Pop,” Michael Jackson is without a doubt one
of the most influential Black musicians to ever grace the ears of people
from around the world. Some of his
top songs include “Thriller,” “Billie
Jean,” and “Beat It” - all of which will
make anyone just want to sing along.
In a time where people listened to
music live or on discs, Jackson still
topped the sales chart years after his

LOUIS ARMSTRONG:
As one of the best and wellknown jazz musicians of all time,
Louis Armstong made a name for
himself when it wasn’t uncommon
for Black musicians to not be listened
to because of their skin color. His
music was the foundation of the jazz
genre and his unique voice created
a new way to sing. People may not
know what his songs were titled, but
you have definitely heard his work

before. Some songs include “What
a Wonderful World,” which has appeared in Disney’s “Finding Dory,”
and “When the Saints Go Marching
In,” which is a song that embodies
the idea of jazz.
LITTLE RICHARD:
Little Richard helped shape the
genre of rhythm and blues for years
to come.
His style of music which consisted of strong beat lines and piano
playing, alongside his upbeat rhythm
had helped create music genres such
as soul and funk. His music, alongside other musicians like Elvis Presley, was the inspiration for many
other rock musicians. Besides rock,
Little Richard had started his music
career with rhythm and blues. “Tutti
Frutti,” a song made by him and another rhythm and blues band, was
one of the very first songs that hit
with white audiences, despite it being made by a Black musician. It was
so popular at the time that it became
a hit in both the US and the UK.

